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BIO	  
My name is Ciaran Devine. I’ve been working in CGI for the past 
30 years with 17 years in Broadcast/commercial TV and 10 
years in feature film VFX – Specializing in large scale dynamic 
simulation on films such as Harry Potter, James Bond, Charlie & 
the Chocolate factory, Prince of Persia etc 
 
Three years ago I switched careers to work in the videogame 
industry at Sony Interactive Entertainment’s London Studio, and 
have been focused on Playstation®VR development, in 
particular ‘PlayStation VR Worlds’. 

Visual Effects Supervisor 
London,	  England	  

Ciaran Devine Studios 
SIE	  London	  Studio	  (games)	  
Framestore	  (film)	  
Double	  NegaIve	  (film)	  
Moving	  Picture	  Company	  (film) 

Games 

PlayStaIon	  VR	  Worlds	  
Wonderbook	  -‐	  Book	  Of	  PoIons 



Tell	  us	  what	  is	  your	  way	  of	  life?…	  

…Tell	  us	  what	  VFX	  mean	  to	  you?	  

What I love about VFX is that it brings together facets from many CGI disciplines and offers complex 
technological challenges – there is always something more to learn, or another approach to try. 
Creatively I prefer working on real-world effects as I find it to be more objective – we can all agree on what looks 
right or wrong (usually!).  
 
Besides, who can deny that it’s great fun to be the guys that do explosions, crashes , blasts, fire and 
destruction… 

In my previous role it would be normal to spend hundreds or even thousands of CPU hours to achieve a few 
seconds of results… Need more power? Just negotiate for more boxes on the renderfarm! 
 
One of the attractions about real-time VFX for me is working within tangible hardware constraints.  It’s been an 
education producing VFX that simulate and render within 1 or 2 milliseconds, and the rich level of visuals that 
can be achieved still amazes me – yet it always feels like there is just a little that more can be squeezed out. 
 
Of course the negotiations continue, only this time as a proportion of 16ms, rather than of 6000 cpus! 
 



PORTFOLIO	  

Prince of Persia (Movie)  
I was effects supervisor for the sandroom 
sequence – an escape from the massive 
destruction of an ancient sandfilled 
cathedral-like structure. Bringing together 
animations, fluid sims, rigid body sims from 
a large team of artists across various 
software and countries. 

Quantum Of Solace (Movie) 
Sequence with two planes dog-fighting in a 
canyon - with fire, smoke and destruction 
sims. Plus further incidental vfx for the 
opening carchase. 

PlayStation VR Worlds (Game) 
Led a team of four artists authoring a wide 
range of vfx across five very diverse 
experiences.  Concepted, proofed and help 
to execute many key visual moments 
throughout. Built tools, worked with 
developers.  



PopcornFX provides a broad and versatile toolset, giving artists multiple approaches to 
achieve their aim and genuinely encouraging experimentation.   
 
The most powerful feature has to be the particle scripting - allowing VFX artists to 
author complex dynamic particle systems that would be inconceivable with conventional 
parametric particle techniques.  This is reinforced by features which provide vital 
feedback and metrics - right down to the per-operation level to help ensure the effects 
remain optimal. 
 
This is software that has clearly been developed with close end-user collaboration, and 
as a result PopcornFX is an absolute joy to use. This is backed up by some of the most 
responsive support I’ve experienced in 30 years in CGI. 

Ciaran	  Devine–	  Visual	  Effects	  Supervisor	  
London,	  England	  
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CONTACT	  
Ciaran	  Devine	  

http://uk.linkedin.com/in/ciarandevine 
Professional contact	  

hUps://www.playstaIon.com/en-‐gb/
footer/about-‐us/world-‐wide-‐studios/sie-‐
london-‐studio/ 

Studio	  web	  site	  

http://popcornfx.com 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1629564 
Filmography	  


